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Building Websites With Joomla!: A step by step tutorial to getting your Joomla! CMS website up fastPackt Publishing, 2006
This book is being written in a small village in Sachsen-Anhalt in Germany, among other places. I live in this village. There is no access to DSL here; there are no public WLAN hotspots, no UMTS, no large companies and no city noise.

My work consists of activities like lecturing, advising, listening, testing and trying, programming,...
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Rich Internet Applications with Adobe Flex & Java (Secrets of the Masters)SYS-CON Books, 2007
At the beginning of the decade Macromedia coined the term rich Internet application (RIA) to describe the future of applications. An RIA is a Web experience that’s engaging, interactive, lightweight, and flexible. RIAs offer the flexibility and ease of use of an intelligent desktop application and add the broad reach of traditional Web...
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Professional ASP.NET MVC 1.0 (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
The ASP.NET MVC framework is designed from the ground up with certain core principles in mind-extensibility, testability, and separation of concerns. The framework adds various conventions into the mix to help drive developers into the "Pit of Success," providing for a streamlined development experience that fits the way the web works....
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Oracle Enterprise Manager 10g Grid Control Handbook (Osborne ORACLE Press Series)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Let’s just look it right in the eye and call it out. We in the IT industries have been barraged with the buzzwords over and over again since we rolled into the new millennium: the transition to utility computing, or grid computing, or cloud computing (depending on the source/exact month/position of the stars in the sky). We’ve...
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Scriptin' with JavaScript and Ajax: A Designer's Guide (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2009

	Scriptin’ with JavaScript and Ajax is the third in a series of books
	aimed at introducing designers and programmers to the process
	of developing browser-based interfaces. The first, Stylin’ with CSS,
	focuses on the structure and styling of content, and the second,
	Codin’ for the Web, focuses on the three-tier...
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Essential Windows Phone 7.5: Application Development with Silverlight (Microsoft Windows Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2011


	I have never owned a PalmPilot. But I have owned palmtops and smartphones.

	I dived into writing software for a plethora of different devices but

	never got very far. My problem was that the story of getting software onto

	the phones was chaotic and I didn’t see how the marketing of software

	for phones would lead to a...
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Learn HTML5 and JavaScript for Android (Learn Apress)Apress, 2012

	Welcome to Learn HTML5 and JavaScript for Android. This book will provide an introduction to HTML5, JavaScript, and CSS3 for Android Browser for version 4.0 of the Android operating system (called Ice Cream Sandwich). This book will take you through how to leverage the best mobile web technologies and methodologies to develop solid mobile web...
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HTML5 for Flash DevelopersPackt Publishing, 2013

	As the support for HTML5 within modern web browsers grows, the appeal of HTML5 development, especially for Flash developers, is at an all-time high. From 3D interactive multi-user content to high definition video streaming, HTML5 can deliver it all, to almost all modern web browsers, desktops, and mobile platforms.


	HTML5 for Flash...
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JavaScript CookbookO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Problem solving with JavaScript is a lot trickier now that its use has expanded considerably in size, scope, and complexity. This cookbook has your back, with recipes for common tasks across the JavaScript world, whether you’re working in the browser, the server, or a mobile environment. Each recipe includes reusable code and...
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Progressive Web Application Development by Example: Develop fast, reliable, and engaging user experiences for the webPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the full potential of the web to make your web sites better than native applications for every platform. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore different models and patterns required to develop progressive web applications
	
			Create applications requiring shorter runtime for...
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Adobe Photoshop 7.0 for Photographers, First EditionFocal Press, 2002

	Martin Evening's award-winning Adobe Photoshop for Photographers titles have become must-have reference sources - the only Photoshop books written to deal directly with the needs of photographers. This book contains a wealth of invaluable practical advice, with even more hints and tips to help you achieve professional-looking results....
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Learning Web App DevelopmentO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Grasp the fundamentals of web application development by building a simple database-backed app from scratch, using HTML, JavaScript, and other open source tools. Through hands-on tutorials, this practical guide shows inexperienced web app developers how to create a user interface, write a server, build client-server communication,...
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